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Case presentation on page 93.

DIAGNOSIS: Fracture of the lateral process of the talus.

DISCUSSION
   Given the suspicion of a talar bone injury with joint involvement and the possibility of surgical resolution, it was decided to order a multiplanar computed tomography of the ankle and rearfoot with 3D reconstruction. The images show a fracture of the lateral process of the talus with fragmentation and displacement of the subtalar joint (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Computed tomography of the ankle and rearfoot requested in the outpatient consultation, 20 days after the accident. A. Coronal slices. B. Sagittal slices. C. 3D reconstruction.
The patient underwent open reduction and lateral internal fixation 30 days after the initial trauma (Figure 5).

Fractures of the lateral process of the talus are very rare, accounting for no more than 0.4-1% of all traumatic ankle injuries. The mechanism of injury is axial loading or a forward fall on a foot in forced dorsiflexion and external rotation or eversion. It occurs in the context of certain sporting activities where this situation is common, such as snowboarding (“snowboarder’s fracture”).

They may go undetected in 15-60% of cases because they have a clinical appearance similar to acute lateral instability and are difficult to see on radiographs in conventional projections. Delayed treatment or an inadequate therapeutic decision can lead to considerable morbidity given the eminently articular nature of these injuries: the lateral talar process presents a double sliding surface for the distal fibula and for the lateral end of the posterior facet of the calcaneus and is the site of insertion of ligamentous structures involved in ankle and hindfoot stability. Computed tomography is the study of choice for correct interpretation and decision making. Multiplanar slices every 1-2 mm are especially useful to define fragment size, degree of displacement, presence of comminution and percentage of subtalar or tibiotalar joint involvement.

The therapeutic decision is based on the anatomical morphology of the injury, which is taken into account by all classifications attempting to standardize its treatment. The one suggested by Macklin Vadell recognizes four main types: type 1, a small chip or avulsion fracture of the anteroinferior portion of the process; type 2, a simple fracture, with an intermediate or large fragment, no displacement, or displacement >2 mm; type 3, a comminuted fracture with an intermediate or large fragment that might be articular, metaphyseal, or affect the entire process; and type 4, a variant associated with subtalar instability or subtalar subluxation (Figure 6).
Conservative management is reserved only for small avulsions without joint involvement or for simple fractures without displacement, with a protocol that includes non-weight bearing for at least six weeks, and active and passive range of motion exercises from the third week onwards. In all other situations, and because displacement is usually the rule, treatment is surgical. Arthroscopic access through two ventral and dorsal anterolateral portals may be an option for both resection and debridement of small intra-articular injuries, and for fixation of intermediate or large fragments with minimal initial displacement. Open surgery is the preferred technique for larger displaced injuries through a transverse Ollier access or a lateral longitudinal access slightly curved inwards toward the cuboid, as in the case presented. Single-line patterns can be fixed only with screws, since there is a uniform surface of bone contact between the main fragment and the fracture bed. The minimum size of a potentially ‘fixable’ fragment corresponds to three times the diameter of the screw head to be placed, which can be 2.0, 2.4 or 2.7 mm (‘rule of thirds’). It is advisable to associate a second fixation with an anti-rotation

Figure 6. Macklin Vadell’s morphological classification of fractures of the lateral process of the talus (2005).
pin whenever possible. Patterns with intercalary fragmentation require plate augmentation, usually with a 2.0 mm T-plate for support.\textsuperscript{8,9} If residual subtalar instability is detected, temporary transarticular stabilization with two pins, maintained for at least 21 days, is suggested.\textsuperscript{10} Finally, in large injuries with complete fragmentation, excision of the process can be considered if the resected volume does not exceed 5-10 cm\textsuperscript{3},\textsuperscript{11} or primary subtalar arthrodesis if the involvement is greater.\textsuperscript{7-9}

Early diagnosis and early treatment achieve the best long-term outcomes, because they allow a rapid normalization of subtalar function. When treated promptly with open reduction and internal fixation, 80% of patients with large simple fractures regain their pre-trauma level of function. The most frequently reported complication is osteoarthritis with subtalar stiffness, which may be associated with any subtype of injury even with appropriate treatment and requires subtalar arthrodesis as a salvage procedure.\textsuperscript{6-10}

CONCLUSIONS

Fractures of the lateral process of the talus are rare but potentially disabling injuries if the diagnosis is missed and treatment is delayed. Surgical fixation of simple, large fragment patterns is the most recommended therapeutic approach and should be performed as soon as possible to avoid sequelae.
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